
 

BOOK OF M by Radek Hoffman - Buch

The Book of M is a collection of the very best routines and ideas in mentalism.
Radek spend the last 10 years of his career developing new and original
material. His goal was to reinvent mentalism and give readers a fresh and unique
view on what we think about mentalism. Inside the book You will find amazing
and surprising close up and stage routines. Every single piece is well designed
and tested in real performance situations.

The first limited edition in Poland was sold out after just one week!

Now is the time to share his work worldwide and inspire future generations of
mentalists. This book is a deep dive into mind, magic and mentalism. If you are
looking for real world worker routines with great impact and new approach this
book is for YOU!

"This is a GREAT book! Hoffman presents his ideas very clearly and concisely,
his English is excellent. The quality of ideas is also excellent he offers eight
complete performance pieces that are rock solid, strong and practical. His style is
non-conventional he's certainly NOT a Derren clone and offers insights that are
not often explored elsewhere. It would be fair to say that his approach to
mentalism is blended with an esoteric style of presentation. He certainly creates
a strong sense of mystery in his routines. My favourite routine of his is a
combination of a séance with Q&A, this is an extremely emotive, powerful and
mysterious piece of theatre. Not everyone could pull it off but I can imagine how
he must absolutely slay audiences with it. BUT this book is not just about
teaching some great routines it also has eight essays on his views on
performance mentalism. These will help you to develop your own unique brand of
performance. I highly recommend this book, it has great routines, wonderful
presentations and has a refreshing approach...what more could you ask for!"
- Marc Paul - Professional Mentalist

"I always like to encourage new authors in the field of mentalism, and Radek is
one of them. In this book you can perceive the love he has for our art, in fact he
has given a nice twist to well known methods that I think are worth to read. His
Oracle Act is also well structured and is my favourite piece in the book. I wish you
all the best with this release and keep creating!"
- Luca Volpe -The Italian Mentalist
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"I'm not a big fan of mentalism but this book is amazing! The material is pure and
fresh. I like it because is easy to understand and suitable to all class from
beginner to advance. Radek really mastered every single routine in this book.
This is not only for mentalists but also for magicians. Since most of it is well
known, but Radek study the method to make it more logic, for me that is
important for someone Who is looking for a real gig. My favourite trick is his new
version of legendary ACAAN. So clean and powerful!"
- Elliott Chua - Magic Consultant
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